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IEC and EATS Transformers - FAQ’s

What is the range of single-phase transformers manufactured in Waterford?

q ABB Waterford manufactures single-phase transformers ranging in kVA from

15KVA to 100KVA as standard. Smaller ratings can be made on special request

q The Transformers produced range from 6.6kV to 33kV. Dual ratio units can be

supplied if required

The transformers manufactured are oil filled. What type of oil do you use?

q We use a naphthenic mineral oil in all our transformers

q The oil serves a dual purpose - insulating and cooling

Does the oil used in the manufacture of transformers contain PCB’s?

q All oil used in ABB’s transformers is new oil and contains less than 2 ppm PCB

What is the main difference between Wound Core and Stacked Core

transformers?

q Wound core gets its name from the method of manufacture. The core is wound in

a loop which allows it to be produced in one operation. In a stacked core the it is

built up of individual flat laminates

q The advantages of using wound core are; there is less scrap steel produced in its

manufacture, typically 50% fewer joints in the core, and no wasted corner steel as

cores have rounded corners

How are the transformers protected against the possibility of lightning strikes

q ABB fit arcing horns or surge arresters to protection against lighting

q Surge arresters can be fitted to both the HT and LT bushings
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How are the transformers protected against corrosion?

q All our single phase distribution transformers are supplied in hot dip galvanised

tanks

q Galvanising is one of the best ways of protecting steel against corrosion. It

provides a sacrificial protection in the event of localised damage to the substrate –

ie it is self healing

Do these tanks require painting?

q A hot dip galvanised tank does not require painting. However, in the many cases

they are painted for aesthetic reasons

Are the transformers manufactured in Waterford hermetically sealed or free

breathing?

q Both hermetically sealed and free breathing units are manufactured in Waterford

q Hermetically sealed units are used in Ireland by the state utility, while the regional

electricity boards in the UK use free breathing units

 Is it possible to fit a Silica Gel breather to these transformers?

q A silica gel breather can be fitted but only in the case of free breathing units

What routine tests are performed on a new transformer?

q A full set of routine tests are performed on every transformer manufactured per

IEC 76; tests are; winding resistance, voltage ratio and phase displacement, short-

circuit impedance and load loss, no-load loss and current, and dielectric

Is an off-load tapchanger fitted on single-phase transformers?

Yes. An off-load tapchanger is fitted to on transformers


